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Elastic scattering of 9Li from protons at 60A MeV

J. A. Carr
Supercomputer Computations Research Institute, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306

~Received 20 March 1997!

A microscopic single-scattering model study of elastic scattering of9Li from protons at 60 MeV/nucleon is
reported. Results with two realistic effective nucleon-nucleon interactions, one adopted from the work of
Mahaux and collaborators and another from the work of von Geramb and collaborators, bracket thes(u) data
when a simple Gaussian ground state density with rms radius 2.32 fm is used.@S0556-2813~97!04907-8#

PACS number~s!: 24.10.Ht, 25.40.Cm, 27.20.1n, 24.70.1s
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I. INTRODUCTION

A recent article by Crespoet al. @1# presented calculation
based on Faddeev wave functions for9Li1p and 11Li1p
elastic scattering data@2# at about 60 MeV/nucleon that did
good job of predicting9Li- 11Li differences but, surprisingly
failed to describe the experimental angular distribution
either nucleus. In contrast, a similar calculation@3# worked
well for 8He1p at 72 MeV/nucleon. The calculations i
Refs.@1,3# do not include the density-dependent effects t
are known@4# to be important when calculating the optic
potential at these energies and crucial to a quantitative
scription of data for nuclei with well-known structure
lower energies@5–7#. We investigate the effects of using
density dependent effective interaction in this paper. Si
calculations with plausible interactions, one of which work
well for p16,7Li at 50 MeV @8#, will be seen to bracket the
data for 9Li when we use the same Gaussian wave funct
as in Ref.@1#, we suspect that the8He results@3# were for-
tuitous and that there is a need for a study that calibrates
effective interaction at this energy within the chosen react
model.

II. OVERVIEW OF CALCULATIONS

The calculations shown below follow closely the work
Ref. @8#, and so only a summary of the main features will
given here. The scattering potentials@9# are defined by

U~c8,c!5K c8U(
t
vpt~12Ppt!UcL , ~1!

where c5c85g for this problem ~only spherical ground
state densities will be considered!, vpt is a complex, local,
and density- and energy-dependent effectiveNN interaction
whose isoscalar central~C! and spin-orbit~LS! parts will be
most important for the calculations shown here, and antis
metrization between the projectile and struck nucleo
~knockon exchange! is included, thereby making the poten
tial nonlocal.

We treat the exchange nonlocality approximately, repl
ing vpt(12Ppt) with a modified quasilocal effective interac
tion v̄ pt via a factorization approximation motivated b
forward-scattering and short-range-limit arguments@10,11#.
This introduces a dependence on the local wave vectorQW l ,
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parametrically dependent onr p , that characterizes the dom
nant part of the exchange amplitude. The result is convers
of a nonlocalU into a localŪ:

Ū~c8,c!5K c8U(
t
v̄ ptUcL . ~2!

The vector QW l5kl(kW f1kW i)/ukW f1kW i u, calculated self-
consistently fromkl

25ki
222mReU0 /\

2, is perpendicular to

the momentum transferqW 5kW i2kW f . The density dependenc
implicit in vpt is evaluated in the local density approximatio
by usingrg(r p), the spherical ground state density evalua
at the projectile position. The interaction is evaluated at
effective asymptotic ‘‘projectile’’ energy of the proton
namelyEp560 MeV.

The integration over target coordinates in Eq.~2! and the
multipole expansion required to evaluate the scattering
tential for the model described above are most easily p
formed with momentum-space techniques@12,13# that we
implement with the computer codeALLWRLD @14#, one ver-
sion of which was modified to handle the Jeukenne-Lejeu
Mahaux~JLM! interaction as described below.

The central plus spin-orbit spherical optical potential th
results can also be written in the more familiar coordina
space convolution expression

Uopt~r p![Ū00~g,g!5E v̄ C~r pt ,Ql ,r!rg~r t!d
3r t

1
1

4E v̄ LS~r pt ,Ql !rWptrg~r t!d
3r t3pW p•sW p ,

~3!

whereQl andr are parametrically dependent onr p and isos-
pin indices have been suppressed. Scattering observable
calculated with the elastic part of a standard distorted-w
approximation~DWA! code@15#.

We consider two different models for the effectiveNN
interaction at medium energies, one based on the work
Jeukenne, Lejeune, and Mahaux@16,17# and another based
on the Paris-Hamburgg matrix @18#.

The effectiveNN interaction used in Ref.@8#, which we
refer to as the JLM interaction, is a hybrid where the ener
and density-dependent spin-independent central interac
parametrized as
324 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 325ELASTIC SCATTERING OF9Li FROM PROTONS AT 60A MeV
v̄ 0T
C 5 f 0T

C ~r,E!e2t2q2/4, ~4!

comes from the work described in Refs.@16,17# while the
other components come from a sum-of-Yukawas param
zation of the density-independentg matrix developed by the
Michigan State group@19#. The density dependence fo

v̄ 0T
C in Refs.@16,17# was calculated in symmetric and infinit

nuclear matter, while Ref.@19# assumed that the bound-sta
interaction gives a good approximation to the spin-depend
interaction for low scattering energies. We remind the rea
that, as in Refs.@6–8#, we taket51.0 fm, include the Cou-
lomb correction in evaluatingf 0T

C , and correct the Imf 0T
C by

multiplying by thek mass; we also reduce the Imf 0T
C by 0.8

as suggested by the results of Ref.@7# and used successfull
in Ref. @8#. Other details are specified in Ref.@8#. Systematic
studies of this interaction have been done with a range
nuclei forEp,30 MeV; only a few nuclei have been studie
up to 65 MeV.

The Paris-Hamburgg matrix of von Geramb@18# was
obtained from the Paris potential@20# by using the tech-
niques of Refs.@21,22,18#. Studies of this interaction at ‘‘in-
termediate’’ energies by Kelly and collaborators@23,24# sug-
gest it has too much density dependence and does not re
to the free scattering values in the limit of zero density. W
use it here to provide a point of comparison with the cal
lations of Ref.@1#. This interaction has not been studied sy
tematically below 135 MeV.

III. RESULTS

The ground state density used for all of the results sho
below is the Gaussian densityr9

I with a rms matter radius o
2.32 fm (b51.89 fm! that was used for the calculation
shown with a dashed curve in Figs. 4 and 6 of Ref.@1#.
Those calculations employed the optimal factorization
proximation and freeNN amplitudes calculated directly from
the Paris potential@20# following Kerman, McManus, and
Thaler ~KMT ! @25#.

Figures 1 and 2 show our results for elastic scatter
cross section and analyzing power angular distributions,
spectively. The cross section data are from Moonet al. @2#.
The solid curves were calculated with the JLM interacti
while the dash-dotted curves employ the density-depen
Paris-Hamburg interaction. Thes(u) data fall between the
extremes defined by these two calculations. Since the gro
state~g.s.! density being used is quite crude~its size is set
only by total reaction cross sections!, we hesitate to conclude
much more than that it should be possible to describe
data with either interaction after moderate adjustments
rg . A choice between the interactions must be made ba
on data for nuclei whose structure is well known. T
Ay(u) results show a pronounced difference between the
interactions; it is unfortunate that polarization data are qu
difficult to obtain with radioactive beam experiments. Ho
ever, as we note below, data for other Li isotopes sugge
preference for the JLM interaction, which worked well f
polarization data available at 50 MeV@8#.

The short dashed curve labeled ‘‘P-H free’’ illustrates t
effect of turning off the density dependence in the Pa
Hamburg interaction and using the asymptotic wave num
ri-
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in the exchange approximation. This is not the same as u
the free amplitudes in a nonlocal calculation within the o
timal factorization approximation as was done by Cres
et al. @1#, but it does give a rough indication of how densi
dependent~Pauli blocking! effects in the optical potential@4#
affect the cross section andAy(u). Note that the interaction
choice leads to larger changes than including dens
dependence in the Paris-Hamburg interaction.

We have also done calculations~not shown in the figures!
with the freet matrix of Franey and Love@26# in the zero-
range exchange approximation. These results are low at
ward angles and in the minimum, like the ‘‘free’’ calculatio
in Fig. 1, but are higher at 60°. In summary, the effecti
interaction employed, inclusion of density dependence
that interaction, and the exchange approximations each
nificantly affect theq dependence of the scattering, illustra
ing the importance of calibrating the reaction model by e
amining data for well-understood nuclei before proceeding
use it to study other nuclei.

FIG. 1. Experimental@2# and calculateds(u) angular distribu-
tions for 9Li1p at 60 MeV/nucleon. The solid curve shows th
JLM result, while the dash-dotted~dashed! curves show the Paris
Hamburg result with~without! density dependence. The ‘‘P-H
free’’ calculations also use the asymptotic wave number for
exchange approximation.

FIG. 2. CalculatedAy(u) angular distributions for
9Li1p at 60

MeV/nucleon. Line codes are the same as in Fig. 1.
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As a check on our preference for the JLM interaction
these energies, we have performed similar calculations
p16,7Li scattering at 65 MeV, where there are unpublish
data @27# that were shown in Ref.@2#. These calculations
used the carefully calibrated ground state densities use
Ref. @8#. Results based on the JLM interaction are in gen
ally good agreement with the~unpublished! cross section
data, although there seems to be a preference for more
sorption — that is, not scaling the imaginary central poten
by 0.8 as required at lower energies. The Paris-Hamb
interaction produces results that are consistently below th
data. The JLM interaction is clearly preferred when o
looks at theAy(u) data for

6Li, less so for7Li. Nonspherical
~quadrupole! terms in thep17Li potential contribute in the
minimum around 50° and cannot be ignored. Those res
will be reported in a future, more detailed, study.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We find that a density-dependent effective interaction t
works well at lower energy, the one based on the JLM int
action, is above the data when the proposed density is u
while similar calculations based on the Paris-Hamburg in
action are low. Eliminating the density dependence from
Paris-based calculations~the zero density limit! and shifting
to the asymptotic wave number for exchange lowers the
sult further, but not quite as low as the results shown in R
@1#. Clearly the inclusion of density dependence~Pauli ef-
fects! is important at this energy, although the effect of de
sity dependence is not as large as the difference betwee
two effective interactions examined here. There are ot
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differences between our calculations and those of Ref.@1#;
the way we treat exchange~local energy vs optimal factor
ization vs full folding@28,29#! could also be relevant. In an
case, with both the wave function of9Li and the interaction
at this energy poorly known, one can learn little from
straight comparison to the9Li data.

The next step should be to study the effective interact
and reaction model at this energy with nuclei whose densi
are known from other work. Extensive studies of this ty
have been made at low energy (Ep,30 MeV! but not at the
energies between 50 and 100 MeV where the9Li1p cross
sections were measured and where other radioactive b
experiments are planned. A microscopic analysis of cr
section and polarization data for stable nuclei is needed
would explore the interactions and other physical effects~ex-
change and nonspherical potentials, for example! known to
be important in this energy region. With such a calibrat
interaction, energies around 60 MeV are well suited@30# to
the determination of nuclear density distributions, partic
larly neutron-proton differences.
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